Departures Editorial Calendar
D E PA RT U RE S

M AG A Z IN E

Q1 2019 — Mar / Apr

Q2 2019 — Jun / Jul

Q3 2019 — Sep / Oct

Q4 2019 — Nov / Dec

FOCUS THE TRAVEL ISSUE

FOCUS FACES TO WATCH

FOCUS INTERNATIONAL STYLE

Features, travelogues, dispatches, photo
essays and in-depth guides to the
hottest cities, unspoiled destinations
and transformative experiences for 2019
— with updates from Ecuador, Jamaica,
Scandinavia, Los Cabos and Shanghai

Taking the pulse of an industry in flux, a
look at what’s hot, what’s not and why
and how timepiece manufacturers are
redefining themselves

Style transcends sartorial desires to
become an intrinsic part of the world
around us — a look at the destinations,
locales and international tastemakers who
possess that special something we all seek

FOCUS CELEBRATING THE
SEASON

PLUS
CRUISE AWAY
Our annual guide to the world of
cruising. From routes not often plowed
in decadently spacious cabins to our
favourite
on-board
accessories,
a
shortlist of the best ships and itineraries
to entice the most distinguished cruiser

PLUS
GOLFING AROUND
The latest gear, equipment to covet
and places to play

GREAT DRIVES
We take a newcomer and put it through
the paces in a locale that complements
its attributes, plus the latest releases
and accessories to pack

IN PROFILE

The beauty and grooming products to
invest in for your best self

PLUS
OUT AND ABOUT

A de rigeur outline of what to buy the
glamorous and stylish — the fashions,
accessories and looks to covet for the
festive season and beyond

PLUS
CRAFTING EXCELLENCE
Championing the best artisanal wares
— creators who take materials and
elevate them to another pantheon

Adrenaline-inducing adventures to
raise the pulse, free the mind and
engage the soul
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